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Your power is depleted - let’s get you 
plugged back in!
You were born knowing your power, owning your potential and feeling unstoppable.

For the first few years of your life, you listened to your body, honoured your needs and followed 

your heart. You dared to demand all that you desired with the full force and confidence of a 

two-year-old.

You sang loudly, danced wildly and dressed in a way that pleased only you. You explored 

everything and looked at the world through eyes of awe and wonder.

And then… one day… it was gone.

This didn’t happen overnight. Rather, the gentle erosion of your power and magick was a 

steady drip, drip, drip… until all that was left was the shell of the potential you once had.

That drip, drip, drip came from family, cultural and societal expectations. That slow erosion of 

your connection to your power and magick came from:

people pleasing

being the ‘good girl’

wanting to be loved

wanting to fit in and feel a sense of community

not wanting to make a fuss

not wanting to come across as arrogant, selfish or bossy

These were just some of the ways you lost your power and magick to the expectations and 

judgements of others.

It’s so easy to lose your way or get distracted from the things that are really important to you.

The urgency of getting through the day overshadows your longer-term desires.

You promise yourself that you’ll get to them tomorrow. But, of course, that elusive tomorrow 

rarely comes.

If you’re ready to break free from these patterns and reclaim your power and magick, you 

can start today. The Summoning is the roadmap you need to connect you to your power and 

magick, and it’s there for you each time you lose your way.

Are you ready?

Of course you are. Let’s go!
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Your power explained

Inner power – not brute force, political might or dominance

One of the key aspects of Summoning your power and magick is the ability to become 

intentional. And by ‘intentional’, I mean that where it’s possible, you consciously choose how 

you use your time, energy and resources. I also mean that you do so in a way that aligns with 

what’s important to you, rather than simply going through the motions, or doing things just 

because they’re expected of you.

This is essential, because we lose our power and diminish our magick when we become 

distracted or do things just because we think we ‘should’.

In fact, before we get to the juicy part of Summoning, let’s also take a moment to get clear on 

what I mean when I talk about ‘power’ and ‘magick’.

We can often shy away from power, as our experience of it has been corrupted. We can think of 

it as a relationship of dominance.

That’s because most of the people that we’re taught are powerful – the ones at the ‘top’ – have 

got there by any means available to them. And they haven’t often done it in ways that support 

their communities or by acting generously to the people they encounter.

That’s one type of power. However, that’s not the type we’re Summoning.

Instead, we’re Summoning a healthy power. We’re Summoning your inner power.

It’s a power that comes from your own relationship and connection with yourself.

This inner power knows that you have the ability to create change. It knows you already have 

the potential to create what you desire.

It’s a power that comes from not only taking responsibility for yourself, but considering the 

collective too.

Your inner power radiates and lights you up from the inside. It encourages you to shine and 

celebrate the magnificent, quirky individual – with your perfectly-imperfect wild edges – that 

you were always designed to be.
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Your inner magick – no cauldron required

Magick is about creating change.

This isn’t a magick of entertainment, illusions or the suspension of disbelief. It’s not even one 

that’s about cauldrons, herbs and candles (although they can be fun!)

The magick we’re Summoning is one of presence. It’s an internal connection to your inner 

power and authority. 

It’s the magick that’s created when you align your thoughts, your feelings and your desires. 

And it’s about intentionally directing all of your energy, and then Summoning change.

We get to create so much of our experience of life, and we mostly do it unconsciously. We may 

not even understand the power we have to create change. 

Inner magick occurs when you shift this pattern and make your creation of reality conscious.

As you Summon your magick, I want you to remember that you’re not performing magick. 

Instead, you ARE the magick. 

That magick is always inside of you. 

And it’s that magick you’re going to reconnect to. 
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Hi, I’m Rebecca!
I’m on a mission to create a world where people feel supported and 

confident to express and pursue their wildest dreams and desires… 

… one where they can radiate their knowledge and divinity… 

… and where we can tackle even the deep work with awe, wonder and fun.

More than twenty years ago, I trained in kinesiology. And, in my booked-out practice, I couldn’t 

help noticing that whenever people were suffering, the root cause was almost always emotional.

Then, over the years, my work evolved to include people who often didn’t feel like they needed 

healing in a conventional sense. Instead, they just wanted to be more authentically themselves: 

more confident, more self-expressive and less apologetic.

So, I trained in various systems to help me excel and dive deeper into my work. I took courses 

on energetic and psychic protection, and working with trees, flower essences, crystals and 

geomancy. Can you tell that I adore nature? I do, especially trees!

Most recently, I spent two years in Glastonbury, UK, training to be a Priestess of Cerridwen: the 

Welsh Goddess of change and transformation, and the patron of witches. I also trained with 

Miranda Gray to become a Moon Mother.

Over this time, I’ve come to claim the title ‘witch’ as a signal to everyone who encounters me 

that I’m a safe space for…

the magick-curious

the nature-lovers

the psychics

the empaths

the HSPs

those who hear voices or receive 

messages in dreams…

I help those who want to get back in touch with the inner voice they’ve silenced and repressed 

for so long.

All of my experiences and training make me the perfect guide for you on this journey of 

Summoning your power and magick. I can support you whether you’re just starting on your 

journey, or you’ve walked your path for years.

Either way, the information I’m going to share with you will root you more deeply and 

confidently in your power and magick. That means you can live a deeply meaningful life of your 

own choosing and creation.

Rebecca
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The Summoning
First the bad news...

There’s no one way to get anywhere, not even to Summon your power and magick. Be very 

suspicious of anyone who tells you otherwise.

This is potentially bad news because we’re conditioned to feel safe when we follow rules. So if 

we suddenly have multiple choices, we can feel a little unnerved.

However, the good news is that these choices give you the freedom to find what actually does 

work best for you. You don’t have to try to contort yourself into a process that doesn’t quite feel 

right.

How to Summon your power and magick

In this guide to The Summoning, I’m going to share seven different ways to Summon your 

power and magick.

How you then use those ways is up to you:

You can experiment with each one in the order I’ve presented them.

You can pick the one that sounds most fun or interesting.

You can read the first section of each one – the section titled ‘Symptoms of power and 

magick erosion’ – and pick whichever resonates with you the most.

Remember: this is a journey of YOU reclaiming your own power. 

You can’t get it wrong. 

See this as a practice of listening to what feels right for you, instead of following the way you’ve 

always done things. Don’t just follow the steps in sequential order (unless, of course, that’s the 

way that feels best to you).
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The practice of Summoning your power and magick

In the pages that follow are seven ways to Summon your power and magick. 

Each Summoning:

has a suggestion for you to try – either as it is, or amended to work for you.

is accompanied by a podcast episode so you can dive deeper into the content that 

interests you.

includes some practical magick to have fun with.

Once again: this is your journey, so do it in any way that feels good to you.

And come back regularly – either to explore different ways to Summon your power and magick, 

or to remind yourself of the ways that have worked for you.
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1. Reclaim your power and magick
It’s time to reclaim what you habitually give away and find out what you’re really capable of.

Symptoms of power and magick erosion

You find yourself doubting yourself and your decisions

You start lots of things but can’t seem to complete them

You’re unsure of what you really want

Summoning your power and magick

It’s easy to doubt yourself when the people who surround you don’t share your desires. Perhaps 

your family, culture or society have very different expectations of how you should be living 

your life.

This is your time to become more aware of how you’ve been internalising other people’s 

desires, beliefs and values, and how this can drain your power and magick. 

And it’s your time to learn what you can do to support and replenish them.

Declaration

Write out the following declaration, then date and sign it:

‘I [Insert your full name], declare that from this moment forth I will become more aware of how I use 

my power and magick in the world.

I promise myself that whenever I notice people, events or environments draining my power, I will 

intentionally do what I can to stop the leak and replenish myself.’

Living more magickally

When you reclaim your magick, you feel more aligned as you:

reclaim your power to create change in your life

gain clarity and focus around your decisions

feel on-purpose and committed to your desires.

 Summon even more by listening to this podcast episode: The Summoning Option 1
(www.RebeccaAnuwen.com/Summon-1)

http://www.RebeccaAnuwen.com/Summon-1
http://www.RebeccaAnuwen.com/Summon-1
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An extra pinch of magick 

Setting magickal intentions

You will need:

a dried bay leaf

a pen

a safe container to burn your bay leaf in

a lighter or a match

Focus on what it would be like to reclaim your power and magick.

When you can really feel what having this in your life would be like, sum it up in a few words.

Then write those words down on the bay leaf. 

For example, you could just write the words ‘power and magick’. Or write the way embodying 

your power and magick would feel - perhaps ‘confident’, ‘fulfilled’ or ‘alive’.

Spend a few more minutes feeling into how embodying your power and magick would feel.

Then when you’re ready, light the bay leaf with your lighter or match somewhere safe and 

suitable.

Watch the smoke release your desires to the Universe.
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2.  Create the space for the magick 
to happen

It’s time to release the weight of expectations and judgements that have held you back from 

living your life in a way that lights you up.

Symptoms of power and magick erosion

You feel stuck in your life.

You’re frustrated at not being where you think you should be.

You know you’re meant for more, but don’t know where to start.

Summoning your power and magick

The quickest way to move from feeling stuck in your life is to clean something. It’s not overly 

exciting, I know – but it is very effective!

When you think about your power and magick, which room do you associate with this?

Perhaps it’s your…

living room where you gather with others

kitchen where you create delicious meals

office where you have your computer to connect with the world or do your work.

Whichever room it might be, clear and tidy that room.

As you work, imagine that you’re also clearing away any judgements, expectations and bad 

experiences from trying to own your power and magick in the past.

We want to clear this energy to create an empty container that can now hold more of your 

power and magick.

Plus, when you clean an area of your home, you know that everything feels so much better, and 

flows more smoothly.
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Living more magickally

When you reclaim your magick, you feel freer as you become:

more optimistic about the future

more confident that new opportunities are coming your way

ready to say ‘Yes’ to yourself and your desires.

 Summon even more by listening to this podcast episode: The Summoning Option 2
(www.RebeccaAnuwen.com/Summon-2)

An extra pinch of magick 

Remove Negative Energy for Your Home

You will need:

Salt: either rock salt, sea salt or Epsom salt

Sprinkle a small amount of salt in each corner of your home, over the threshold strips to your 

rooms, and in the entrance doorway to your home.

Note: if you have pets or small children, you might want to put the salt in small bowls out 

of their reach.

Leave it there overnight to absorb any negative energies.

The next morning, vacuum up the salt. This will leave your home feeling lighter and clearer, 

and leave you ready to receive more of your magick and power.

http://www.RebeccaAnuwen.com/Summon-2
http://www.RebeccaAnuwen.com/Summon-2
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3.  Protect your energy to stay aligned 
with what’s important to you

It’s time to get clear on what’s important to you and create the appropriate boundaries to stop 

you getting overwhelmed by other people’s ‘stuff’.

Symptoms of power and magick erosion

You say ‘yes’ when you really want to say ‘no’.

You feel guilty for prioritising your own needs and desires.

You over-give and take on too much responsibility.

Summoning your power and magick

What are your top three values?

Think about how you can establish, strengthen or affirm your boundaries around these values.

Does any aspect of your life, people, activities or environments NOT honour your values or 

actively disregard them?

If so, what can you change to bring these areas of your life more into alignment with what’s 

important to you?

Other boundaries you might want to consider include physical, material, emotional, 

intellectual and spiritual.

Living more magickally

When you reclaim your magick, you feel safer as you:

respect your time, energy and resources

feel confident in enforcing your boundaries

honour your own needs and desires.

 Summon even more by listening to this podcast episode: The Summoning Option 3
(www.RebeccaAnuwen.com/Summon-3)

http://www.RebeccaAnuwen.com/Summon-3
http://www.RebeccaAnuwen.com/Summon-3
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An extra pinch of magick 

A shower for protection

You will need:

A shower or bath

First, you need to cleanse your energy.

To do this when you’re in the shower or bath, imagine the water washing away all of the energy 

that’s not yours or that no longer serves or supports you. 

Imagine all of this being gently washed away down the plughole, leaving you feeling clear and 

refreshed.

Then protect your energy

Think of a colour, pattern or type of fabric that you associate with feeling safe and protected. 

For example, it might be a deep green or an indigo colour, or sparkles swirling around you, or a 

reflective material.

Whatever it is, visualise the water showering you with that colour, pattern or texture. See it 

protecting the energy that is yours from all that doesn’t serve or support you.
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4.  Build the soul stamina to create a 
life on your own terms

It’s time to let go of doubt and create the perfect foundations to support you in making the 

changes you desire.

Symptoms of power and magick erosion

You feel exhausted from trying to do ‘all of the things’.

You feel overwhelmed by life and all you’re expected to be, do and have.

You don’t know what your next step should be.

Summoning your power and magick

What activities in your life refuel and nourish you?

Doubt is much more likely to creep in when you’re tired, run-down or focusing your energy on 

too many things at once.

Then, add to that the weight of everyone else’s expectations and comparing yourself to others 

and the ‘highlight’ reels of their lives.

Instead, start to focus on and prioritise yourself by asking yourself throughout the day, “What 

do I need right now?”

Think about what you can do for yourself in that moment. Perhaps the answer could be:

getting a drink of water

moving your body

resting

reading a book

snuggling with your pet or partner

booking a health appointment

asking someone for help.

Starting to get clear on what you want and need in the present moment makes it much easier to 

remember that you and your needs matter too.

It also helps you to prioritise where you spend your time and energy, which reduces 

overwhelm.
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Living more magickally

When you reclaim your magick, you feel more confident as you:

feel deeply nourished at a soul level.

give yourself permission to do things your own way.

build more confidence in overcoming any potential obstacles.

 Summon even more by listening to this podcast episode: The Summoning Option 4
(www.RebeccaAnuwen.com/Summon-4)

An extra pinch of magick 

Affirmations

Here are some affirmations to try so that you can Summon your power and magick.

Start your affirmation with:

“I [insert the positive attribute that you are]…”

A full affirmation might look like:

“I am powerful and magickal.”

“I confidently embody my power and magick.”

Or, if that feels unbelievable to you right now, focus on what you’re becoming – perhaps 

something like:

“I am open to embodying more of my power and magick.”

“Each day, I reclaim more of my power and magick.”

“Each day, it becomes easier to own more of my power and magick.”

Next, state how you’ll make the affirmation happen. For example, you might say,

“I embody my power and magick, and today I show that to be true by… [insert the action you’ll take to 

move you closer to your power and magick].”

Actions could include:

“… continuing to say my affirmations.”

“… consciously choosing the feelings I want to experience more of.”

“… reinforcing my boundaries with [insert person, object or situation].”

Then throughout your day, repeat the affirmations that resonate with you. Say them with belief 

and feeling.

http://www.RebeccaAnuwen.com/Summon-4
http://www.RebeccaAnuwen.com/Summon-4
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5.  Connect with your intuition to 
make better choices

It’s time to cut out the noise of other people’s expectations, and instead tune in to your own 

inner wisdom.

Symptoms of power and magick erosion

You doubt your inner guidance.

You make decisions that don’t support you.

You seek external validation.

Summoning your power and magick

Listen to your intuition

Take a moment to pause, close your eyes and put your hand on your heart. This allows you to 

cut out the distractions, and connect to your body.

Now just listen.

I use the word ‘listen’, but a clearer word is ‘receive’, because you may ‘hear’ your intuition/

inspiration/messages via any of your senses. I’ve even tasted messages before.

The best way to tune into your intuition is by focusing on your predominant sense.

If you’re not sure which sense is predominant, think about your ideal day. What are you doing? 

What sense is being satiated the most?

For example:

If you’re at an art gallery or watching a sunset, your predominant sense could be visual.

If you’re attending a concert, it could be auditory.

If you’re luxuriating in a massage, it could be kinaesthetic (feeling).

Another way to identify your predominant sense is to notice which sense gets overwhelmed the 

quickest? Does the world get too bright? Too loud? Maybe too ‘close’?

Chances are that you’ll receive messages from more than one sensory source. All you need to do 

is make the ‘space’ to receive them.
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Living more magickally

When you reclaim your magick, you feel more connected as you:

trust yourself completely

clearly understand how your intuition communicates with you

confidently make choices, guided by both your knowledge and your intuition.

 
Summon even more by listening to this podcast episode: The Summoning Option 5

(www.RebeccaAnuwen.com/Summon-5)

An extra pinch of magick 

Divination

Practise your skills of divination.

You will need:

A book.

Select a book at random. Any book will do. Don’t overthink it – just choose the one that’s closest 

to you.

Ask for guidance on how you can connect with, or embody more of, your power and magick.

Spend a few moments thinking of this intention.

Then when you feel ready, open the book to wherever feels right.

You may notice a word, an entire paragraph or an image.

Notice what draws your attention and consciously focus on it. Let whatever it is on that page 

provide the guidance to your question.

http://www.RebeccaAnuwen.com/Summon-5
http://www.RebeccaAnuwen.com/Summon-5
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6.  Create magickal habits to bring 
your intentions into reality

It’s time to move from the energy of simply dreaming and hoping to actually setting up the 

perfect system for creating what you desire.

Symptoms of power and magick erosion

You feel disappointed in your progress towards your goals and desires.

You wish and hope that things will change (but they never do).

You feel like you’re ‘doing the work’ but not seeing results.

Summoning your power and magick

The power of small habits

Think of an intention you have or a goal you want to achieve.

Try not to think about the enormity of the action required to bridge the gap between where you 

are today and where you want to be. Instead, consider the smallest habit or repeatable action 

you could take today that would move you one step closer to your desired outcome.

And I really do mean the smallest step you can imagine.

It might be:

drinking that one sip of water

stretching your body for five seconds

reading one line of a book

writing a couple of sentences.

Whatever that one tiny step is, take it now, and then repeat it frequently.

Once the habit is in place, you can refine it. But until you take that first tiny action, your 

intention remains a wish.

You create micro-moments of magick when you take the tiniest of steps. That’s because you’re 

much more likely to repeatedly, consistently take an achievable step than pluck up the courage 

and stamina to take giant (and overwhelming) leaps.

Small micro-habits build up your stamina and confidence. Eventually, they might well become a 

‘bigger’ thing.

But first, allow yourself to start with the smallest of steps and gradually build from there.
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Living more magickally

When you reclaim your magick, you feel more supported as you:

know with confidence that your efforts are creating momentum

put a system in place to move you towards your desire

feel fulfilled and begin to create a life that you choose for yourself.

 Summon even more by listening to this podcast episode: The Summoning Option 6
(www.RebeccaAnuwen.com/Summon-6)

An extra pinch of magick 

A drink for a more magickal day

You will need:

Your favourite drink

A teaspoon or stirrer

When you make your morning tea, coffee or other drink, think about how you’d like to activate 

and experience more of your power and magick throughout the day.

As you think, stir your drink nine* times in a clockwise direction**, and state out loud what you 

want more of.

You could also speak your affirmation from The Summoning option No.4. If you do this, say 

your affirmation nine times as you stir your drink.

Then sip your enchanted drink, feeling your inner power and magick activate as you do.

Notes:

* In magick, three, six and nine are all considered magickal numbers.

** When I want to activate or increase something in my life, I stir in a clockwise direction. 

When I want to release something, I stir anti-clockwise. Of course, if it makes more sense to 

you or feels better to do the opposite, feel free. Remember: you can’t get this wrong.

http://www.RebeccaAnuwen.com/Summon-6
http://www.RebeccaAnuwen.com/Summon-6
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7.  Celebrate you!
It’s time to embrace yourself fully and recognise your ‘differences’ as gifts and as a source of 

your power and magick.

Symptoms of power and magick erosion

You don’t value yourself.

You’re always trying to be ‘good’ or ‘nice’.

You try to justify your existence by working hard.

Summoning your power and magick

What can you celebrate about yourself today?

Who you are

Write a list of everything you can celebrate about yourself – not your achievements, but you as 

a person.

To identify things to celebrate, ask yourself:

What are your values?

What makes you unique?

What are your passions?

What makes you laugh?

What makes you cry?

How do you see the world differently 

from those around you?

All of these answers help to reveal who you are at your true essence.

Make sure you take some time to recognise the very things that make you the powerful and 

magickal person that you are.

What you’ve done

It’s easy to focus on what you haven’t done or what’s still outstanding. Instead, for today, write 

out a ‘done’ list.

Push your to-do list to one side and focus on everything you’ve accomplished. This might 

include:

brushing your teeth

getting dressed

going to work

taking a stand for something you believe in

complimenting a friend

remembering someone’s birthday.

Whatever you’ve done, recognise it all.
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Living more magickally

When you reclaim your magick, you feel more worthy as you:

value yourself and your gifts more deeply

feel confident in saying ‘YES!’ to your wildest dreams, and know you deserve them

embrace ALL of yourself, not just the ‘pretty’ and socially acceptable parts.

 Summon even more by listening to this podcast episode: The Summoning Option 7
(www.RebeccaAnuwen.com/Summon-7)

An extra pinch of magick 

Power Pose

Stand up tall with your feet further than hip-width apart.

Stretch your arms in the air above your head, or place them on your hips – think She-ra or 

Wonder Woman!

Or just imagine being in the pose.

Speak an affirmation – either the one you created in The Summoning option No.4, or say:

 “I give myself permission to express my power and magick fully and without apology.”

As you hold this position and speak your affirmation out loud, feel your confidence in yourself 

grow.

Do this for two minutes, or as long as is comfortable for you.

http://www.RebeccaAnuwen.com/Summon-7
http://www.RebeccaAnuwen.com/Summon-7
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Next steps
If you’ve enjoyed Summoning back your power and magick, here are 4 ways to keep the 

momentum going.

1. Join our free magickal community

Share your Summoning experiences and feel inspired by others walking the same path 

as you.

Join us here

2. Activate more of your power and magick

The Summoning: Energy-Clearing Meditation Collection - £7

Clear the energetic debris that has hidden your power and magick for too long.

Gently dissolve the most common patterns that keep people stuck and frustrated. And 

activate the essential aspects needed to express your full power and magick.

Discover more here

3. Embody your power and magick

Enchanted, a self-led 6-week course £67 (regular price £97)

Reconnect with your power and magick in everyday life. No cauldrons, potions or spell 

books needed.

We’re talking practical magick.

Magick that you can easily weave into your daily life. Empowering you with the skills and 

the Magickal Mindset to navigate everyday twists and turns with more confidence.

Discover your own style of magick so you can light up your life, and the world, with your 

true potential.

Say ‘yes’ to yourself and choose to live a magickal life

4. Or just say hello 

You’ll also find me on Instagram sharing bits of magick and my adventures in nature. 

Come on over and say, “Hi!” and tag me with your own magickal adventures. 

(https://www.instagram.com/themodernwitchway/)

https://rebeccaanuwen.com/magickal-community/
https://rebeccaanuwen.com/magickal-community/
https://rebeccaanuwen.com/The-Summoning-Collection
https://rebeccaanuwen.com/Enchanted
https://www.instagram.com/themodernwitchway/

